
 

 

 

Before I dive into the substance of my report, I’d like to make a few particular acknowledgements.  

 

First, I want to highlight that this year marks Fratco’s 100th anniversary. Tile production actually 

began earlier, when E.C. Overmyer’s father-in-law started his business, but the Overmyer family 

has been paying taxes, hiring residents, and supporting farmers from their Francesville plant for a 

century. And now they’re in three states. 

 

Additionally, this year marks 75 years for Winamac Coil Spring. Yes, there was a long period when 

they were operating only next door in Fulton County, but the Pesaresis have always been part of this 

community, and W.C.S. has now been back in Pulaski County for nearly a decade.  

 

Pulaski Memorial Hospital is celebrating sixty years of proving healthcare services, being a major 

employer, and support community efforts in our community in 2023.  

 

And, finally, it’s been 15 years since, with the help of a Pulaski County revolving loan, Tony and 

Melanie Holliday of Francesville’s Clear Decision Filtration embarked on their entrepreneurial 

adventure in manufacturing. In hindsight, they probably didn’t pick the best economic period for 

starting a business, but they persevered, and here they are today, 15 years stronger. 

 

Congratulations to all of these companies; I am grateful to them for being part of Pulaski County.  

 

I must confess that I didn’t prepare this address until the night before and day of the Summit. The 

upside to this is that I’m going to say less than I usually do. Part of the delay is attributable to just 

how busy I’ve been over the last several weeks — months even. My normal inclination toward 

procrastination didn’t help me, either. What really made writing this so difficult, though, was the 

realization that so much of what makes sense for me to discuss came across in the report I gave last 

year.  

 

At first, that bothered me, but I had a bit of an epiphany as I finally forced myself to write this: the 

fact that so much of what is going on right now is what was happening last year isn’t indicative of 

stagnation, or even regression, but a reminder that, as the adage says, “Rome wasn’t built in a day 

— but they were laying bricks every hour.” We’re applying mortar and installing building blocks 

now, and these bricks are slowly becoming foundations that will support a much stronger future. 

We’ve long emphasized community capacity building and implemented projects and programs here 

and there, but we’ve finally reached a point where there is sustainable momentum.  

 

We continue to make progress implementing our 2021 strategic plan, with a significant focus 

remaining on our ongoing partnership with the Community Foundation through its Aspirations-in-

Action taskforces. Main Street Winamac is incorporated, has bylaws and a board, and is moving 

forward (and I’m still closely involved with Francesville’s UPTOWN Project Main Street 

organization, too). With financial support from the County, we’re preparing a request for proposals 

for a countywide broadband engineering study and plan while supporting providers seeking to bring 

high-speed connectivity to unserved parts of the community. We’re securing pre-development 

funding, evaluating potential sites, and preparing long-term strategies to facilitate new housing.  

 

Imagine how transformative it will be if we can offer new residential options served by fiber internet 

and can bring high-speed connections to homes from riverside cottages to downtown apartments to 

sturdy farmhouses: how many remote workers might suddenly be interested in our Paradise on the 

Tippecanoe, how many new employees might show up at the doors of our manufacturing facilities, 

how many new students might our schools welcome, how many new civic leaders might rise up, and 

how many new small businesses supported by a growing population might pop up in our Mayberry 

2.0 downtowns, especially where our Main Street groups are already working to brighten and to 

vitalize these districts? 

 

We’re also amplifying our business-retention efforts by evaluating and improving our agendas for 

our bi-monthly Pulaski County Industrial Forum meetings and strengthening our partnership with 



 

 

the Indiana Economic Development Corporation. We’re better engaging the agricultural sector, 

particularly through our regional Rural Economic Development Model project. 

 

Just as we’re working to change our community for the better, we’re making some internal 

adjustments, too. The C.D.C was established late in 1995 and began operations on 1 January 1996, 

bringing into County government a staff position and structure to manage responsibilities previously 

coordinated by the Winamac Chamber of Commerce. This is the 28th year of Commission operations 

— and the Summit coincided with my twelfth anniversary, meaning that my tenure has now lasted 

for more than 40 percent of the entire history of the organization. We’ve had plenty of time to see 

what works, and what doesn’t, and are on the cusp of dramatic organizational change, which I am 

eager to implement.  

 

Between now and the end of the year, I’ll be asking the Board of Commissioners and Council to adopt 

several ordinances and resolutions intended to equip us for the next 28 years and beyond. The C.D.C. 

is a creature solely of County resolution, with no footing in the Indiana Code; the unique structure 

has often served me well, but has limited our ability to access critical development tools. It’s time to 

expand our toolbox. 

 

A Pulaski County Redevelopment Commission will have the power to establish TIF districts, 

including for our planned residential neighborhood, while the Economic Development Commission 

will provide the County with the opportunity to issue bonds to fund business-growth projects. Our 

Tourism Advisory Council will ensure that resources dedicated to improving tourism marketing and 

attractions are allocated based on the input of those knowledgeable in the industry — and will, I 

hope, eventually morph into a Tourism Commission with the implementation of an innkeeper’s tax. 

We’ll be reactivating our dormant Advisory Commission on Industrial Development to ensure that 

we can respond quickly to interest in the remaining land in our industrial park — and be able to 

evaluate future opportunities for new industrial areas as may be warranted. 

 

As we establish all of these statutory commissions and become able to access critical tools, we’ll 

restructure the C.D.C. to ensure that all of these action-oriented bodies are functional and focused on 

projects and programs, while one “super-group” commission with representation from all of these 

bodies and our elected governing boards is in place to provide general office oversight, planning, and 

budgetary supervision. 

 

We’re working to move our community forward, we’re restructuring to become more effective, and 

the County is continuing with its own improvements.  

 

Our justice-center addition project is coming to a close as we ramp up rehabilitation of our 

courthouse; these projects ultimately will allow the County to reduce its footprint while improving its 

ability to serve the public. Our general contractors are finishing up the replacement of the roof on 

the front of our Highway garage, a space used not only for offices, but for other departments’ file 

storage, County meetings, and all sorts of public meetings. We put a pause on building a work-

release dormitory, but I am hopeful that we’ll revive this project soon and create an incredible 

opportunity for our justice system, social-services providers, and business community to collaborate 

in a program with the potential to bring so many benefits to our community — a new workforce pool 

for employers in need, improved opportunities for reducing recidivism among inmates, and financial 

benefits for the County government: a true win-win-win situation. 

 

My assistant and I recently completed a comprehensive study comparing Pulaski County’s wages to 

several other regional and similarly sized Counties’, while Baker Tilly is preparing an updated cash-

flow analysis for us. Our Council has equipped itself with the tools necessary to make a sincere and 

thorough effort to improve employee compensation, something critical for ensuring that we attract 

and retain the best possible public servants.  

 

They remain unpopular with some people, but major solar-energy projects appear to be inching 

closer to construction. Setting everything else aside, there is one thing that we cannot overlook: these 

projects will generate close to, if not more than, $50-million in economic-development payments over 



 

 

20-plus years in addition to even more than that in property taxes — tax revenues that will help to 

reduce the burden that every property owner shares.  

 

On one hand, I can barely fathom $50-million in “free” money; on the other, I’ve already spent all of 

it in my head, splitting it among debt-service payments for our construction projects, wage increases 

for County employees, and investments in community-development programming. Obviously, I don’t 

get to make this decision, but it’s clear that the County has plenty of ways to invest these funds in 

our future as we continue to implement wide-reaching improvements that began in earnest with the 

Council’s 2020 decision finally to reduce our income-tax rate in a way that actually increased our 

revenues. 

 

All of this optimism is not meant to suggest that the local economy is not without its weaknesses or 

threats. As I highlighted last year, our population dropped by 888 from the 2010 Census to 2020, 

almost 90 per year, and is estimated to have declined a little more since then. While workforce 

challenges have improved from a year ago, our employers still struggle to keep enough people on 

payroll to meet demand; it turns out that having a low unemployment rate isn’t an entirely good 

thing. Addiction and dependency issues continue to afflict not just individuals, but families, our 

community, and our economy.  

 

And yet, there is so much reason for hope. All of the projects and programs underway should 

encourage us. The Pulaski County Tribe’s events and civic-art projects have created new sources of 

community pride and family fun. Just down the road from my office, BraunAbility continues to 

invest in Winamac, now with the entire second floor of its main office complex gutted as they make 

literally across-the-board improvements. After a few years without one, Francesville has a grocery 

store again — one that, in partnership with Pulaski Memorial Hospital, will soon be bringing a 

pharmacy back to the west side of the county. The forward-thinking leadership being displayed by 

our elected officials — the willingness to make tough decisions and long-term investments — should 

give us hope that we’re heading in the right direction. 

 

Community development is a team sport, and all of Pulaski County is in the lineup. Our strategic 

plan is our playbook for a vibrant, sustainable, healthier, and wealthier Pulaski County; we can only 

go so far in implementing it without the active engagement of our wonderful partners, like the 

Community Foundation, major employers, and our county and town governments. We can only go so 

far in implementing it without the active engagement and support of the members of this wonderful 

community. Thank you 

 


